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How did we start offshore cruising?
Banana Split
●

Need two elements:
–

●

knowledge and a boat

Started with:
–

Time-sharing a boat

–

Small cat, then

–

bigger boat, then

–

offshore boat #1 (Freya)

–

offshore boat #2 (Hoku Pa’a)

Summer Fling

Hoku Paa
Mexico 2015-?

Freya
South Pacific 20042006

Knowledge
●

●

●

Took courses to satisfy safety (e.g. navigation) and
recreation (e.g. SCUBA)
Read a lot of books. One unavoidable difficulty is that advice
doesn’t tend to stick until we have ‘velcro knowledge or
experience’
Doing is the best teacher
–

Acquired some sailing experience, first on Great Lakes then on
the ocean, gradually increasing time and distances

Swell is described in many cruising
stories, but its true degree of annoyance
wasn’t apparent to us until we were on the
ocean.

Book Knowledge

Experience

FREYA
●

●

●

30' full keel
double-ender
No Fridge, Radar
Ham/Marine SSB
receive only

●

130W Solar

●

Monitor windvane

●

240 liters water,
120 liters diesel

●

Hank-on sails

●

Dive Gear

35' Niagara
◦no

fridge, radar
◦250W Solar
◦dive gear
◦Monitor windvane

◦fin

keel, wheel
◦synthetic stays
◦Ham/Marine SSB
◦roller-furling
◦watermaker

Routing
from Victoria to:

2004-2006

Problems while Preparing
(panicking) to Leave
●

Main challenge is absorbing all the knowledge,
advice, to-do lists, administrative stuff on a tight schedule

●

●

On our first offshore trip, we left one year after buying
Freya. The second time, we allowed two years and that
was easier. We were still making decisions about what
could drop off the To-Do list.
As departure time approached, the rate of money flowing
away from us increased dramatically (less time to shop
around, fix it ourselves, etc).

How to keep Time from Scuppering
Your Plans
●

Postpone some of your tasks:
–

●

Make sure Safety-related stuff is taken care of before you
leave. Many other items can be addressed while you are
underway or anchored in exotic locations. We finished
installing our electric autopilot 2/3 of the way to New Zealand.

Identify items that have a long lead time and get them
addressed before they become emergencies:
–

Vaccinations, visas / documentation, property management,
etc

What would we do differently in
preparing self & boat to go off-shore
●

Invent a time machine
–

Given the time we allotted ourselves it
would have been hard to fit more
preparation in without waiting another year

–

Should have quit work a month earlier

ROUTE PLANNING
●

Better understanding of weather patterns and currents
–

●

e.g. didn’t understand how much the ITCZ varies in width and location

Looked more closely at actual distances beyond the first
passage and thought about how long it would take to get to
places past Hawai’i

What would we do differently in
preparing self & boat to go offshore
PROVISIONING (no fridge)
●

●

Have better stowage for fruit and
veggies – individually wrap in paper
There is some truth to adage that if
you don't use it at home you
won't on the boat:
Ideally would have practiced with
pressure cooker and dried beans
before leaving

●

Started with 1l tetra boxes of milk:
environmentally awful and milk
sours too fast after opening

More Ideas for Preparing to Leave
●

●

Have a selection of several To-Do items that can be parcelled out to
relatives/friends who volunteer to help get you out of town. Barb’s
Mom helped install ceiling liner; Bjarne’s dad – the life raft; a friend
made fitted sheets, etc.
Don’t get too caught
up in what others are
doing/buying/installing.
Fleet is great, but
realize that
everyone’s situations
are truly different.
Don’t feel that you
must have all the
same gear as others.

More Ideas for Preparing to Leave
●

●

Going simple is a great way to
ensure you meet your timeline. You
can always add more stuff to your
boat later, if you find the waterline
too low and your wallet too heavy.

Maintaining relationships (and sometimes
assuaging fears) of family/friends
–

Allot time for goodbyes (e.g. travel to see out of town
family; friends in town who want to see the boat;
going away parties...)

–

We sent a S. Pacific map with a pin to friends and
family so they could reference where we were

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

●

Actually, we find offshore life to be
simpler than nearshore life. For example,
on our second offshore departure we left
directly from Bamfield and proceeded
~120 NM off the coast direct to SF. No
ports to check in to, bar-crossings to
worry about, few vessels to dodge, and
you get into the warmer waters sooner.
Just watch the weather and sail…
Problems, when they do crop up (and
they will), are usually non-life-threatening.
One personal problem that always comes
up for us is that of settling into a watch
routine. Being short on sleep is most
difficult in the first few days, after which
we start feeling more comfortable. Having
flexible meal options for the initial 48
hours helps with this.

Furling
Foil
Failure

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

●

Some typical mechanical problems for us include when the
self-steering stops working (has happened perhaps 3 – 4
times in 20,000 miles). Stay calm, figure out what the problem
is, and fix it. If possible, think of how you can avoid it
happening again. For example, we had a spinnaker wrap
around the forestay and it took over an hour to untangle and
douse it. Now we don’t (usually) fly a spinnaker at night.
Some failures you can’t foresee/prevent: e.g. our diesel engine
started making a very loud clatter on the way back from
Hawaii. After consulting our onboard expert (Nigel Calder),
and poking around all parts of the engine, we discovered it
had ingested the foam air filter.

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

Medical challenges
–

We’ve had various ailments such as broken tooth fillings, skin and bladder
infections, torn muscles, and rope burns. The most serious was probably shingles.
All were non-life-threatening because we identified and got them under control
early enough. Find a sympathetic doctor whom you can explain to what you are
planning on doing so they can advise you and prescribe the appropriate
medications. Carry a good medical reference book, or several, plus an assortment
of medications to treat common problems. Even if you yourself don’t eventually
need a particular drug, you may encounter other cruisers (or locals in remote
places) who can be helped.

Dental - Your dentist may be willing to supply
you with tooth repair products if you ask
politely – they often receive trial sizes of
various products from drug companies.

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

Stowing challenges
Stowage problems are probably the most frequent issue we have at
sea. Falling into this category are things like the fruits-n-veggies
hammock swinging and banging into bulkheads; loose lid in a cupboard
creating metronome ‘tics’ every 6 seconds as the boat rolls; unsecured
book sliding off a table. We discovered on reaching Hawai’i a bilge
compartment full of mold – a pop can had worn a hole in itself by
constant rubbing against its neighbours in the box
–

separate our cans using spacers such as socks, sponges, and
cardboard.

–

Bring extra sponges to stuff into nooks and crannies to reduce clunking
(From Lynn and Larry)

–

Think square (from Marianne Scott)

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

Adapting to the motion at sea (swell isn’t that
swell)
–

e.g. cooking underway without having things flying
around
●

●

It usually takes us 2X longer to prepare a recipe when at
sea than when on land, or quietly anchored.
Take one ingredient out at a time, or your cabin sole
becomes the mixing bowl

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

Interactions with locals
–

Respectfully navigating other customs can be challenging and even
stressful
●

–

Helps to have a sense of humour and be willing to laugh at yourself

Encountering customs/practices that are against your values
In places less visited by cruisers one
can receive a lot of attention from the
locals - can meet kind, generous
people and learn new things, BUT:
● tiring to visit a lot and be on best
behaviour;
● challenging to communicate with
limited shared language;
● can feel like you’re living in a fish
bowl

Problems Encountered Offshore
●

Have the following on board:
–

Good toolkit

–

Comprehensive medical kit

–

Reference books describing how to use the above

–

Spares for items that you can’t live without…

–

A flexible attitude

Staying Connected
●

●

●

●

First trip was without HF transmit and email. We used WiFi and phones
ashore to connect with family & friends. Everyone knew to expect a
communications blackout while we were on passage, and were OK with
that. In fact, it made our passages pretty worry-free, for us and those
ashore: if family isn’t expecting a daily checkin, then they won’t worry
when weather or general busy-ness causes you to not call them
A friendly freighter we chatted with while we were ~1 week out of Hawai’i
offered to report our position and pass on a short message when they got
into port the next day.
We have also taken advantage of other cruisers’ email ability, particularly
while Barb was checking with her Dad about an upcoming surgery.
We now have HF radio and email aboard. Cell phones with a local SIM
card are a good option when near shore.

Communications

$100

$4500

●

Onboard at-sea email is not essential.

●

Wx info is fine with Rx-only, using WxFAX & ham nets.

Near Towns:
●

WiFi is much more prevalent

●

Cell-phones cheap in Mexico

Strategic
positioning for
cellphone
reception

Health Insurance
●

●

we’ve relied on provincial medical plan coverage,
supplemented by private insurance. Currently using Blue
Cross, adjusting the plan as needed for countries visited
(USA in particular), and length of stay out of Canada.
In addition to Blue Cross, we have sometimes
supplemented with DAN coverage. Divers’ Alert Network
isn’t a general medical insurer, but has plans offering
hyperbaric (decompression) chamber treatment and
repatriation to Canada coverage for watersport-related
injuries. Good option if into SCUBA / snorkeling.

Leaving Your Boat
●

●

●

●

We have tried both approaches: living aboard
during two years of cruising the S. Pacific, and 4
years of interrupted cruising in Mexico.
Transitions are HARD!
Primary consideration should be finding a safe
place to store your boat (protected against
weather, crime, political changes, etc).
In-water or On-land storage are the two main
options
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Leaving Your Boat - Weather
●

●

Hurricanes/Cyclones are the most conspicuous
weather hazard, but heat, humidity, rain, dust
storms, and pollution all deteriorate your boat
Hurricanes can be reduced/eliminated by choosing
the location and timing of your travels. Be aware
that with climate change areas that historically
have been pretty safe are becoming less so. We
lost two seasons of cruising after Hoku Pa’a was
knocked off her stands by hurricane Newton.

Guaymas

Leaving Your Boat - Weather
●

Heat, humidity, and the other weather factors can be
dealt with by preventive measures before you leave the
boat, and by maintenance when you return. It takes us
about 1-2 weeks to prepare Hoku Pa’a for storage, and
about the same to prepare for launch. Major activities
include washing and removing all canvas, emptying
tanks and provisions, lubricating the mechanicals, and
disconnecting the electrics. Keep a list (spreadsheets
are handy) to track your tasks. Inevitably, we find some
extra thing that needs fixing or maintenance in the
process.

Leaving Your Boat - Security
●

●

Aside from the weather, you also want your boat secure against
theft and vandalism. We haven’t experienced any serious incidents,
but it is hard to predict when/where crimes of opportunity will
happen. There have been multiple outboard engine thefts in
Guaymas during times we have been there, from boats in marinas
and anchored in town. The actual boatyards have guards and
fences, though we have passed unnoticed by sleeping guards on
our way to the washrooms.
There is also your personal security to consider; some areas in the
USA and Mexico that you may be passing through can be more
dangerous than you wish to tolerate. Check travel advisories and
listen to reports from other cruisers in the areas you plan to pass
through or stay in.

Leaving Your Boat - Security
●

A final thought about boat storage: the marina may
change ownership while you are away, or the
operator may decide to change fees with little or no
notice. A couple years ago the Mexico government
sold the Puerto Escondido Fonatur marina to a
private firm, and rates approximately doubled
overnight. You can somewhat protect yourself
against these surprises by paying for, and ensuring
you have in writing, a full year’s storage, and hoping
that a new owner honours existing contracts.

Most Enjoyable
●

●

Dolphins and other sea life. Snorkeling & diving are
real pleasures!
Interactions with local kids can be fun. Inviting locals
on board for a visit can be a real treat for them.

●

More freedom to have impromptu social events

●

Sense of accomplishment and self-reliance

●

Putting the anchor down after a tiring passage

●

Connection to nature

School's Out at Agua Verde

Connecting in Fiji

Most Challenging
●

Final push to get off the dock

●

Sometimes relentless things to fix…

●

Getting enough sleep on passage

●

Lack of a transporter when things go awry at
home

What did you learn about yourself?
(aka Navel Gazing)
●

We are not especially philosophical
–

●

●

●

Excellent blog by Kyra Cruzat
http://nyonlog.blogspot.com/

Transitions are hard for both of us
Learning to focus on the journey not
the destination can be a challenge

We sometimes have different goals and don’t always realize
it (e.g. we often differ about when it is time to move on)
–

Philosophy of Voyaging course can be helpful to clarify goals and
differing approaches

What did you learn about yourself?
(aka Navel Gazing)
●

●

●

●

Don’t like passages as much
we thought we would
Not nearly as productive at sea
as I thought I’d be (Barb) –
Bjarne’s take on this is that
there is less spare time than
expected
Enjoy the simplicity of being at
sea – decisions are more
directly related to survival
Reinforced that we are
resourceful and resilient

Other Philosophical Considerations
●

●

Cruising is not rocket science, unless you make
it so.

●

●

●

Many
approaches
work - what
are your
priorities?
No matter how
much you
prepare,
something will
still break.
Perfect is the
enemy of
done!

